Zaamin district-tourism gate of Uzbekistan
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Abstract: Uzbekistan is one of the countries with great potential and opportunities in the field of tourism. The unique nature of our country, rich cultural and spiritual heritage, historical and memorial monuments have always attracted foreigners.

Keywords: This, in turn, requires the rapid development of this industry, a further increase in the flow of foreign tourists coming to our country, and the expansion of domestic tourism.
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In fact, the Jizzakh region attracts local and foreign tourists with its convenient geographical location, mountains, hills, lakes, generally beautiful nature, architectural monuments, national identity and traditional cuisine, making a significant contribution to the rapid development of tourism in Uzbekistan.

Zomin District of Jizzakh region is called Uzbek Switzerland”, of Uzbekistan by its unique nature, which today is becoming a favorite destination for foreign and domestic tourists.

Today, there are 141 accommodation facilities with 6 hotel, 1 Hostel, 121 family guesthouses, 13 campsites, sanatoriums and retreats, and tourists are being arranged to spend their time meaningfully. Foreign tourists visit the Zomin district more than 15 thousand, and domestic tourists about 200 thousand.
You will involuntarily think like this, observing the hundred-year-old trees that occupy the Zomin mountains in the Jizzakh region from your imagination. Growing on a rock, these trees are the mother of dozens of large-small springs. Experts note that a bush accumulates up to 2 tons of water around the Spruce veins. In addition, the adult tree produces enough oxygen to reach a village during the day.

Located at an altitude of 2700 meters above sea level, 27 thousand hectares of trees saturate the air of the territory with oxygen continuously. And ether, which is excreted from the arches, is a cure for bronchial asthma, sore throat, as well as a number of allergic diseases. The rich fauna of this land also feels free to cause arches. In this sense, it will not be a mistake if it is said that the splendor and generosity of the Zamin Mountains directly depend on the trees.
Zaamin tourism zone is an ecologically pure region, which has preserved its original appearance and has unique flora and fauna. It is located on the territory of Zaamin State Reserve in the Jizzakh Region of Uzbekistan on the tourist route between Samarkand and Tashkent. It is known from history that Zaamin was a part of one of the most ancient regions in Central Asia: Ustrushana, surrounded by ancient regions: Sogd, Bactria, Fergana and Chach. According to archeological sources, the age of Zaamin exceeds two thousand years old (2nd-1st centuries BC). During excavations archeologists found remains of a settlement aged more than 2500 years.

Zaamin in Persian and Tajik means “agricultural land”, because even in ancient times it was noted for fertile soil. Zaamin State Reserve is located on the area of 24110 hectares and has unique landscape with a distinct mountain range, descending from east to west and covering the middle and high ridge at the altitude from 1760 to 3500 meters above sea level.

Today Zaamin is the green area, rich in various species of birds. In the depths of pine forests you
can find such rare birds as a ring dove, bunting, turtle dove, blackbird, Turkestan owl and Turkestan starling. Also here you can find an unusual bird: white-winged grosbeak, with black, yellow and green feathering, which eats conifer seeds. Permanent inhabitants of Zaamin highlands are Turkestan lynx, black stork, Central-Asian ibex and white-clawed bear. The uncommon flora of Zaamin, named as “Uzbek Switzerland”, deserves a special attention. The territory of park is covered with pine and conifer (archa) forests, unique all around Central Asia. There are more than 880 species of plants, and dozens of them are endemic.

Zaamin Reserve is especially beautiful in the spring and autumn. At these seasons the nature of the park is variegated in bright colors and mountain air acquires pleasant freshness. Unique feature of the national protected zone makes Zaamin an ideal place for active tourism and resort-like recreation.

Tourist facilities, which have recently begun operations in the Zomin tourist-Recreation Zone, allow World tourists to enjoy the beauty of nature at an altitude of 2400 meters above sea level.

Ecological tourism is a promising type of tourism in our country, in which there is an opportunity to become one of the leading sectors of our economy. Therefore, as in the whole world, serious attention is paid to the development of this direction of tourism in our country. The development of ecotourism, in turn, Environmental Protection serves to preserve biodiversity and unique natural areas, to increase the income of local residents.

It can be said that foreign tourists, including our local tourists, are more interested in the modern image of the city, not cozy hotels, but the beauty of the eye-catching nature in remote areas, the lush and coolest resorts, the way of living of the villagers, the guest houses they have established. Taking into account this aspect, the region has a huge amount of natural resources for the development of ecotourism

The surroundings of such ecotouristic resource-rich places as Izhilmazorsoy, Kolysoy, Supa, Chortangi, Yettikechuv, Qashqasoy, Oriklisoy in the regional territory of the Turkestan mountain range are covered with xilmakhil natural pine forests.
In Zomin District, Jizzakh region, the tourism village “Duoba ” is established, this tourism village has high tourism opportunities, with tourist centers, catering centers, guest houses and hotels.

The” Zomin "hanging road of the” Dor Road" complex, erected in the village of Duoba, Zomin district, is made up of 11 columns with 12 towers. In particular, tower 11 has a height of.

At 35 meters, the maximum distance between columns 8 and 9 is 615 meters. The largest slope of Dor road is 42 degrees. The length of the Dor road is 2102 meters, and the service of 36 cabins of a modern design for transporting customers is shay. The maximum speed of movement is 6 meters per second. Between the cabins during movement

It is 141 meters and has the capacity to serve 1,200 tourists per hour.

It should be noted that the height of the lower station above sea level is 1961.1 meters, and the upper station is 2490.6 meters. And the difference in height between stations is 529.5 meters.
The wellness center design is modern in style, with changing rooms, showers, toilets for men, women and persons with disabilities, four massage rooms, a Finnish sauna, a tattoo pool, Russian and Turkish baths, a recreation area, a Salt Room, an adult pool with a volume of 10, 4x22 meters, combined with a children's pool with a diameter of 4 meters, a zone for inboarding, a fito bar and an open interior porch with a terrace. In addition there are rooms for service providers, workers and a technical basement for serving the SPA and pool.

In addition to providing additional customer facilities at maqasadi, a 400-seat, 5-storey car park using prefabricated metal structures was completed in the Lower Station area of dor road.

Jizzakh region has great opportunities for the development of ecological tourism, including tourism. In this regard, it is only necessary to improve infrastructure, eliminate existing problems, support those interested in the industry. If we analyze the work carried out in the region in these areas, it will soon become clear that the Jizzakh region will also be among the historical and ancient cities of our country where the tourism sector has developed. We can also know this from the fact that the share of the tourism sector in the regional economy is increasing, or it is becoming the main driver of the economy.